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Performance Success



Performance is about you



Success is about us



Why is this important?



Salganik, Dodds, Watts, Science,  311, 5762:854-6 (2006)

Simkin and Roychowdhury, Journal of Mathematical Sociology, 32(2), pp.129-141.(2006)

Watts, Crown Business (2011)





How does success  
evolve in scientific careers?
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Two findings: Random Impact Rule and Q-model

Sinatra, Wang, Deville, Song, Barabási, Science, 354, 6312, aaf5239 (2016) 
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impact of j’s paper = luck * researcher Q
cj,↵ = p↵Qj



Video and interactive visualization are online

Sinatra, Wang, Deville, Song, Barabási, Science, 354, 6312, aaf5239 (2016) 

RESEARCH ARTICLE
◥

SCIENCE COMMUNITY

Quantifying the evolutionof individual scientific impactRoberta Sinatra,1,2 Dashun Wang,3,4 Pierre Deville,1,5Chaoming Song,6 Albert-László Barabási1,7,8,9*
Despite the frequent use of numerous quantitative indicators to gauge the professional

impact of a scientist, little is known about how scientific impact emerges and evolves in

time. Here, we quantify the changes in impact and productivity throughout a career in

science, finding that impact, as measured by influential publications, is distributed

randomly within a scientist’s sequence of publications. This random-impact rule allows us

to formulate a stochastic model that uncouples the effects of productivity, individual

ability, and luck and unveils the existence of universal patterns governing the emergence of

scientific success.The model assigns a unique individual parameter Q to each scientist, which

is stable during a career, and it accurately predicts the evolution of a scientist’s impact, from

the h-index to cumulative citations, and independent recognitions, such as prizes.

P
roductivity, representing the number ofpublications authored by a scientist overtime, and impact, often approximated bythe number of citations a publication re-ceives (1–4), are frequently used metricsto gauge a scientist’s performance. Despite theirwidespread use, we lack a quantitative understand-ing of the patterns these metrics follow duringa scientist’s career (5). This is particularly alarm-ing (6–11), given that they are increasingly adoptedfor academic assessment (4, 11) and serve asthe input for numerous indicators, like the h-index and its variants, which are frequentlyused to compare individual performance (12–14).Given the increasing interest in predicting thevalue of these indicators (5, 15), here we ask:How do impact and productivity change overa typical scientific career? Does impact, arguablythe most relevant performance measure, followpredictable patterns? Can we predict the timingof a scientist’s outstanding achievement? Can weuntangle the role of impact, productivity, and luckwithin a scientific career?To address these questions, we reconstruct thepublication profile of scientists from multipledisciplines and associate each of their publica-

tions with an impact, as captured by c10, thenumber of citations 10 years after publication(Fig. 1A; see Methods and section S1).Motivated partly by the exceptional aware-ness of a scientist’s highest-impact work (16, 17),like radioactivity for Marie Curie and the doublehelix for Watson and Crick, we identified foreach researcher her most-cited paper, c10* , that is,the paper with the highest number of citations10 years after its publication. The distributionPðc10* Þ for the studied scientists indicates thatonly 5% have c10* ≥ 200; hence, most scientificcareers have limited maximal impact. To system-atically distinguish the careers on the basis oftheir peak impact, we group each scientist in-to high maximum impact (top 5%, c10* ≥ 200),low maximum impact (bottom 20%, c10* ≤ 20),and medium maximum impact (middle 75%,20 < c10* < 200) categories (Fig. 1B and section S2).Productivity and impact patternsin scientific careers
The total number of papers scientist ipublishesup to time t after her first publication, Ni(t),asymptotically follows NiðtÞ ∼ tgi (Fig. 1C) (18).Hence, yearly productivity, ni(t), follows thesame scaling with exponent (gi − 1) (fig. S5).Yet, the scaling exponent is different for low-,medium-, and high-impact scientists (Fig. 1C).We find that for low-impact scientists, hgi =1.55, indicating on average a steady increasein their productivity. The increase is muchfaster for high-impact researchers, for whomhgi = 2.05 (Fig. 1D). These trends are also con-firmed by changes in the yearly productivityhn(t)i: For high-impact scientists, productivityincreases almost threefold during their career,whereas the increase is modest for low-impactscientists (Fig. 1E). Together, Fig. 1 (D and E)indicates that productivity changes through-out a scientific career. We find, however, that

this trend is modulated by impact: Productivitygrowth is more pronounced for high-impact sci-entists and is modest for low-impact scientists(Fig. 1, C to E).
As Fig. 2A indicates, impact appears to followsimilar patterns to productivity (Fig. 1E): Althoughc10 increases during a high-impact scientist’scareer, an increase is hardly noticeable for av-erage and low-impact individuals. Yet, we ob-serve a markedly different pattern if we examinethe impact in the vicinity of t*, the publicationtime of the most-cited work c10* . Plotting hc10i forthe sequence of papers before and after an in-dividual’s most-cited paper, c10* (Fig. 2B), we donot see a gradual increase in impact as a sci-entist approaches t*, nor do we observe elevatedcitations after this breakthrough. Instead, theobserved pattern exhibits a singular behavior.This singularity could be a simple result ofaveraging random-impact fluctuations presentin careers. We find, however, that the result isrobust if we use a moving average or consideronly the publication with maximum impact in arolling window (section S2.1 and fig. S6) and isvalidated using the fitting hypothesis ci10ðtÞ ∼ ait,lacking differences in aibefore or after t* (sectionS2.2 and fig. S7) (19). Also, the papers publishedbefore and after t* show no discernible differencesin their average number of citations (Fig. 2C).Finally, we randomize each career by leaving allproductivity measures [total number of papers,Ni, and ni(t)] unchanged but shuffling the impactof each paper within each career (Fig. 2C). Thelack of differences between the original andthe randomized careers supports our overall con-clusion: There are no detectable changes in im-pact leading up to or following a scientist’shighest-impact work. We tested the robustnessof this measure for different samples of scientists(figs. S8 and S9), for different definitions of im-pact (section S1.6 and fig. S10), and in data setswhere we attribute different impact shares toeach author of a paper (section S6 and fig. S11),arriving at the same conclusion. Yet, we can-not exclude that there are other choices of im-pact variables or data-set selection that can detectpatterns before or after the highest-impact paper.To understand when a scientist publishes hermost important work, we measured the proba-bility P(t*) that the highest-impact paper is pub-lished at time t* after a scientist’s first publication(Fig. 2D). The high P(t*) between 0 and 20 yearsindicates that most scientists publish their highest-impact paper early or midcareer. The drop inP (t*) after 20 years suggests that it is unlikelythat a scientist’s most-cited work will come latein her career, a result well documented by theliterature about creativity (see section S3.1) (20, 21).To understand the origin of this pattern, weshuffled c10 among all papers published by thesame scientist, preserving the scientist’s time-dependent productivity and paper-by-paper im-pact and randomizing only the order of herpublications. The fact that P(t*) for these syntheticcareers is indistinguishable from the original data(Fig. 2D) indicates that variations in P(t*) are notdue to specific impact sequences or other features
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http://sciencepaths.kimalbrecht.com/
Nature video: 
Is a scientific career predictable?

http://sciencepaths.kimalbrecht.com/
http://sciencepaths.kimalbrecht.com/


Do performance and success in 
science differ? 



1. Interdisciplinarity 



Bromham et al., Nature 534, 684-687 (2016) 

Interdisciplinary research is important but discriminated



What about awards?

Interdisciplinary research is important but discriminated



Szell, Ma, Sinatra, Nature Physics 14 1075-1078 (2018)



Szell, Ma, Sinatra, Nature Physics 14 1075-1078 (2018)



Szell, Ma, Sinatra, Nature Physics 14 1075-1078 (2018)
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Visualizing the interdisciplinary impact of Nobel prizes

PhysicsLife Sciences

Chemistry
Szell, Ma, Sinatra, Nature Physics 14 1075-1078 (2018)
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Szell, Ma, Sinatra, Nature Physics 14 1075-1078 (2018)
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Visualizing the interdisciplinary impact of Nobel prizes

Szell, Ma, Sinatra, Nature Physics 14 1075-1078 (2018)



Visualizing the interdisciplinary impact of high impact papers

Szell, Ma, Sinatra, Nature Physics 14 1075-1078 (2018)



High interdisciplinary papers

Szell, Ma, Sinatra, Nature Physics 14 1075-1078 (2018)



High interdisciplinary papers

Szell, Ma, Sinatra, Nature Physics 14 1075-1078 (2018)



2. Gender



How does productivity differ between female 
and male scientists? 

How does impact differ between female and 
male scientists? 



Scientific careers and gender

Huang, Gates, Sinatra, Barabasi, PNAS 117:9 (2020)  
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Data sets after processing 

~1,5M careers  
1,1M male, 400k female

~370k careers  
300k male, 70k female

~8.4M careers  
5.8M male, 2.6M female

Huang, Gates, Sinatra, Barabasi, PNAS 117:9 (2020)  



We found differences for everything!

Huang, Gates, Sinatra, Barabasi, PNAS 117:9 (2020)  



We found differences for everything!

F M
~70% of scientific workforce
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We found differences for everything!

30% more citations

F M
~70% of scientific workforce

10% more career productivity (1950)

35% more career productivity (2000)

Same annual productivity

Huang, Gates, Sinatra, Barabasi, PNAS 117:9 (2020)  



We found differences for everything!

30% more citations

F M
~70% of scientific workforce

10% more career productivity (1950)

35% more career productivity (2000)

Same annual productivity
Shorter career length

Huang, Gates, Sinatra, Barabasi, PNAS 117:9 (2020)  



Scientific careers and gender

Confounding factors!

Huang, Gates, Sinatra, Barabasi, PNAS 117:9 (2020)  



We use a matched sample approach to simulate controlled experiments

Huang, Gates, Sinatra, Barabasi, PNAS 117:9 (2020)  



Gender affects dropout rate, productivity and impact

Huang, Gates, Sinatra, Barabasi, PNAS 117:9 (2020)  



Gender affects dropout rate, productivity and impact

Huang, Gates, Sinatra, Barabasi, PNAS 117:9 (2020)  



How does productivity differ between female 
and male scientists? 

How does impact differ between female and 
male scientists? 



How does productivity differ between female 
and male scientists? 

How does impact differ between female and 
male scientists? 

Only by 9% if we take into account dropout rate 



How does productivity differ between female 
and male scientists? 

How does impact differ between female and 
male scientists? 

Only by 9% if we take into account dropout rate 

Almost no difference if we take into account confounding factors 



3. The role of chaperones  
in scientific publishing



Do you need to publish in Nature in 
order to publish in Nature?



Time

We classify principal investigators based on their publication history in the journal

Sekara, Deville, Ahnert, Barabasi, Sinatra and Lehmann, PNAS 115, 12603 - 12607 (2018)  
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Time

We classify principal investigators based on their publication history in the journal

Sekara, Deville, Ahnert, Barabasi, Sinatra and Lehmann, PNAS 115, 12603 - 12607 (2018)  



We have 3 main findings:

Proportion of new PIs is declining

Fields display the chaperone  
phenomenon with different magnitudes Chaperone phenomenon magnitude

Chaperoned PIs’ papers have higher 
impact than new PIs’ papers  

Sekara, Deville, Ahnert, Barabasi, Sinatra and Lehmann, PNAS 115, 12603 - 12607 (2018)  
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